Nanopotentiated combination cancer therapy: Chemotherapeutic and chemosensitizer (2C approach).
An insight into the complex cancer pathophysiology reveals that a dependable amelioration of the disease could only be envisaged with a multipronged treatment approach. It is highly evident that singular chemotherapeutic agents used in clinical practice have shown limitations like severe side effects, MDR and are often associated with poor QOL while combinations of drugs have yielded better therapeutic outcomes. The current hypothesis takes it a step forward wherein a chemotherapeutic agent is combined with a natural chemosensitizer, both loaded into a nanopotentiated particulate system, which would eventually deliver the drug cargo at the target site with certitude. The encapsulated natural bioactive would then favorably act on the tumor milieu through multiple portals and chemosensibilize the cells towards cytotoxic action of the synthetic drug moiety. This 2C (chemotherapeutic and chemosensitizer) approach along with nanosystem's attributes like high payload, prolonged action and diminished side effects would proffer a more dependable treatment modality. In conclusion, the proposed system would be a value addition to the currently available armamentarium of cancer treatment tools.